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Introduction

Prime Minister ABE Shinzo is scheduled to conduct a

Osaka in 1868. This review was held 18 times until the
final

one,

the

fleet

review

in

Kigen

2600

fleet review of Maritime Self‐Defense Force in Sagami

(commemoration of the 2,600th anniversary of the

Bay in October as a reviewing officer.１ The purpose of

founding of Japan), held in Yokohama in 1940. The

a fleet review is originally for the head of state to review

occasion for the review was a triumphant and grand state

the majesty of his own Navy, for example, as introduced

ceremony and great meanuver, which was reviewed by

on the website of the National Museum of the Royal New

the Emperor, who was the supreme commander of the

Zealand Navy ２ , which states “A Fleet Review is a

Army and Navy.６ The location where it was held varied

formal inspection of the fleet of a navy by the

depending on the review, and was conducted off the coast

monarch.”３ Today, however, its purpose is varied and

of Yokohama, Yokosuka, and Kobe. The fleet review is

is conducted to promote international goodwill and

largely divided into two types, ７ a review at anchor

defense exchanges,４ and to provide a country’s citizens

where the ships on review (naval vessels) are stationary,

with an opportunity to deepen their understanding of the

and a mobile review where the ships on review (naval

Navy. ５ How reviews are conducted are not uniform,

vessels) are moving (at sail) while being reviewed. The

and there are differences depending on the era and the

Imperial Japanese Navy mainly held reviews at anchor,

country. Thus, it is possible to learn about the naval or

and there have been only three confirmed mobile reviews

maritime policy of a country by comparing the purpose

(the first, in 1867 at Tempozan,８ the eighth, in 1913 off

and scope of the fleet reviews of the Japan Maritime Self-

Yokosuka, and the 10th, in 1916 off Yokohama). This is

Defense Force (JMSDF) with the Imperial Japanese

in contrast to the JMSDF’s fleet reviews that are mainly

Navy and other foreign navies to bring to light the

mobile, as will be described later.

features of the JMSDF’s fleet reviews, and compare the

Generally, only major Imperial Japanese Navy units

characteristics of fleet reviews of other foreign navies.

participated, but sometimes foreign naval vessels

Therefore, this paper uses publicly available information

participated. Participation by foreign naval vessels has

to introduce and explain the features of the fleet reviews

been confirmed in the 1st review (1868: 1 French ship),

of the Imperial Japanese Navy, the JMSDF, and other

the 4th review (1903: 2 British ships, 1 German, 1

foreign navies.

Russian, 1 French, and 1 Italian ship), the 9th review
(1915: 1 American ship), and the 14th review (1928: 1

1. Fleet reviews of the Imperial Japanese Navy

American ship, 3 British, 1 French, 1 Italian, and 1 Dutch

The first fleet review in Japan is said to be the Gunkan

ship). Additionally, the Japanese Navy participated in

Eiran, or “Emperor’s warship review” held in Tempozan,

foreign fleet reviews for Queen Victoria’s Diamond
1
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Jubilee in 1897 (attended by the “Fuji”), British King

commemorative events.

Edward VII’s Coronation Fleet Review in 1902 (attended

As explained earlier, the fleet review is largely divided

by the “Kurama” and the “Takasago”), British King

into two types, a review at anchor where the ships on

George V’s Coronation Fleet Review in 1911 (attended

review (naval vessels) are stationary, and a mobile

by the “Sakuma” and the “Tone”), and British King

review where the ships on review (naval vessel) are

George VI’s Coronation Fleet Review in 1937 (attended

moving (at sail) while being reviewed. The former does

by the “Ashigara”).

not require the ships on review (naval vessels) to move,

In addition, Imperial Japanese Navy fleet reviews

so it is relatively easy to make adjustments in advance,

were visited by foreign military officials stationed at

while the latter demands higher skills of the participating

their embassies in Japan and were introduced to the

ships.１４ The 1st (1957) and 2nd (1960) JMSDF fleet

public through news reports.

reviews were held at anchorage style, １５ but have
basically been held at mobile style since the 3rd

2. Fleet reviews of the JMSDF

(1961). １６ The international fleet review that brings

The first fleet review in the JMSDF was held in 1957,

together a large number of ships from different countries

with this year's review in 2019 being the 29th.９ As for

is generally held at anchorage style, １７ and since the

the occasion for this year’s review, SDF commemorative

establishment of the JMSDF, its 1st international fleet

events up until 1951 mainly consisted of a review

review, the 23rd (2002) fleet review, was held as the

accompanying a commemorative ceremony, and the

review at anchor. The reviews were initially held in

JMSDF was limited to sending a music corps or other

Tokyo Bay, Osaka Bay, and Hakata Bay, but has been

troops to the review and offering public viewing of its

held in Sagami Bay since the 15th review.

ships. But it was so difficult to show features as maritime

The number of participating ships and aircraft varies

force by only public viewing of its ships (even when

depending on the review, but after the 20th (1994),

JMSDF sailors were on parade at a review)that some

approximately 40 ships and 40 to 50 aircraft are usually

people began to wonder if there shouldn’t be more fitting

involved. 17 foreign ships participated in the 23rd review,

SDF events with reviews that showed off the presence

which was held as an international review, but at

and weaponry of the JMSDF.１０Given the circumstances,

subsequent reviews that were not international ones,

“Self-Defense

Event

foreign ship have participated since the 27th review

Implementation Procedures” were established in 1957,

(2012) in which there were 3 ships, and 6 ships in the

and these implementation procedures stipulated the

previous review, the 28th (2015). As for the upcoming

holding of fleet reviews as one commemorative event to

fleet review, it is scheduled for foreign ships to attend it.

boost the SDF’s presence and raise the self-awareness of

In addition, JMSDF ships have attended foreign fleet

its members, along with deepen public perception. １１

reviews, participating in Australia (1988), Indonesia

Fleet reviews were initially held every year,１２ but due

(1995), Russia (1996), the Philippines (1998), South

to factors such as the oil shock of 1974 and restrictions

Korea (1998), the United States (2000), India (2001),

on sea areas for its conduct, it was decided that a fleet

Singapore (2017), Thailand (2017), Malaysia (2019),

review would be held when special celebrations １３ for

and China (2017).１８

the

Forces

Memorial

the state or the Defense Agency were conducted based
on the special order after 1975. However, from 1996, the

3. Fleet reviews of foreign navies

fleet review was held on a rotating basis with the Ground

Many countries use special occasions, such as the

Self-Defense Force’s military review and the Air Self-

100th anniversary of the founding of the Navy, １９ to

Defense Force's air power review as one of the SDF

hold fleet reviews, and there are few countries that

2
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conduct such reviews as regularly as Japan. Russia,

selected in consideration of the type of review ３０ in

Malaysia, and Indonesia are examples of countries that

addition to being held at the fleet’s main base or its

regularly hold reviews. In Russia’s case, the last Sunday

vicinity. For example, in the United States, it is often at

where fleet

the mouth of the Hudson River in New York; ３１ in

reviews are held at the bases of each fleet, and includes

China, the 2019 fleet review was held off the coast of

in July is Day of the Russian Navy,

naval fleets from abroad

２１

２０

. Malaysia holds its reviews

in conjunction with the biennial Langkawi International

Qingdao;３２ and in South Korea, the 2018 fleet review
was held off Jeju Island.３３

Maritime and Aerospace Exhibition (LIMA), ２２ and

Participating forces vary from country to country, but

Indonesia holds its review as part of Multilateral Naval

many countries appear to have designated units that

Exercise Komodo (MNEK).

２３

Some countries, like

participate in fleet reviews. And it may seems that there

India, conduct their fleet review as a kind of international

are many cases where foreign ships participate. This is

２４

exposition,

where the fleet review is used to rouse the

country, while China’s reviews have gained the

thought to be due to the fact that international fleet
reviews are often planned as commemorative events.

participation of many foreign ships, which make for a

There is no country that is not completely open to the

mobile review that requires elaborate adjustments and a

public, and they make an effort to disseminate fleet

high degree of skill.

２５

Although it seems that a fleet

reviews through news reports and other media such as on

review is an opportunity to show off a country’s own

the internet. However, it seems that there are few

naval power both domestically and internationally, there

countries that open their fleet reviews (including pre-

are few countries that hold reviews in this manner.

runs) to demonstration cruises like Japan as many

Reviewing officers are often heads of state. In the

countries choose to hold reviews at anchor.

United States, Russia, and South Korea it is the president;
while in China, it is the Chairman of the Central Military

Conclusion

Commission; in the Commonwealth realm, it is the

The JMSDF fleet review is regularly held as a

Queen; and in Australia and New Zealand, it is the

commemorative event of the Self-Defense Forces, and is

governor general.２６ In 2010, Canada’s celebration of

generally held as a mobile review. This type of review

the 100th anniversary of the Navy was held at two

may appear to be the international standard at first glance,

locations on the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean, with the

but as mentioned, this type of fleet review is not only

Queen on the Atlantic and the governor general on the

different from the Imperial Japanese Navy, but it is also

Pacific as reviewing officers.２７

a rare and major feature in the world. Looking at the fleet

Most countries hold fleet reviews at anchor,

２８

and

reviews of other countries, it seems that the trend is to

there are few countries that actually hold large-scale,

use fleet reviews as a means of international exchange.

mobile fleet reviews.

２９

This is thought to be due to the

This is not only an indication that the Navy is an

fact that many fleet reviews of foreign countries are held

organization operating in an international context, but it

as international fleet reviews which have many foreign

can also be said that the role of the Navy, particularly its

navies participating and holding a review at ancho makes

role in peacetime, has diversified.

it relatively easy to carry out adjustments in advance.

(Completed on September 17, 2019. The fleet review of

As for where fleet reviews are held, it seems that the
sea area considered to be suitable for the review is

JMSDF which was scheduled on October 14 in 2019 was
called off, due to Typhoon No.16.)
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the Fleet Review Secretariat, Maritime Staff Office,
The surveys and information gathering necessary to

JMSDF and researchers of the National Institute for

write this article was supported by the efforts of staffs at

Defense Studies.

１

commemorative event in its own country but also as an
international commemorative event. For example, in 1969, the
fleet review in the United Kingdom was held to commemorate
the 20th anniversary of NATO, and in 2017, the fleet review in
Thailand was held to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the
founding of ASEAN.
Department of Defence, Australian Government, Navy celebrates
centenary with international review, Annual Report 2013-14,
http://www.defence.gov.au/annualreports/13-14/features/featurenavy-celebrates-centenary-with-international-review.asp;
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Museum of the Royal Navy states that the first Royal Review of
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the Royal Navy, Royal Reviews of the Fleet (Information Sheet
No. 062), p.1., https://www.nmrn- portsmouth.org.uk/ sites/
files/Royal%20reviews-%20of%20the%20Fleet.pdf.
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Indian Navy: International Fleet Review – 2016,
https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/content/international-fleet-review2016-1.
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